Wilbur-Ellis offers biological fungicide

Bio-Trek 22G, the first EPA-approved biological turf fungicide, has been introduced by Wilbur-Ellis Co. First developed by Dr. Gary E. Harmon and Dr. Thomas E. Stasz, the product was studied for effectiveness at the Geneva Campus of Cornell University in the Departments of Horticultural Sciences and Plant Pathology. It was further developed and is being manufactured by TGT, Inc., at Geneva, N.Y., for Wilbur-Ellis.

Bio-Trek 22G is a highly effective strain of the beneficial fungus, Trichoderma harzianum, produced in a granular form for use on turf. It is non-toxic and non-pathogenic to vertebrates and plants and will not contaminate ground water. Effective in reducing dollar spot, pythium, and brown patch, Bio-Trek 22G also enhances root growth and increases plant vigor. Trichoderma is a common soil-inhabiting organism that is found in relatively low levels in nearly all soils. For more information, contact Wilbur-Ellis at 209-442-1220.

Scottwater unveils Big Shot fountains

Top-quality components, heights of 20 feet to 30 feet, economy pricing and spectacular aesthetics are just some of the features of Scottwater Big Shot Fountains. Also available in a low-profile model, Big Shots are comprised of the best parts available, come with a 2-year unconditional motor warranty and are very easily installed in their accompanying floats with 70-foot long cord standard.

The popular Scottwater Display Aerator is a showy pond aerator with similar quality features to the Big Shot Fountains. Scott Aerator Co.'s Scottwater Group of water movers also includes no-ice aerators: the Singer and Dock Mont.

For more information, contact John Van Kampen or Tom Beyer at 800-Water 45.

Better sticking power

ISK Biosciences Corporation has created a new flowable Daconil Weather Stik fungicide that offers greater sticking and staying power on turf and ornamental foliage than earlier formulations.

The new formulation mixes easily and provides uniform spray coverage for disease control. The new formulation has a higher concentration of disease-fighting chlorothalonil (6 lbs./gallon) than earlier formulations, there are fewer containers for disposal.

This new advanced formulation provides control of 14 major turf diseases, stopping fungal diseases before they can start. For more information, contact ISK Biosciences Corp. at 1523 Johnson Ferry Road, Suite 250, Marietta, GA 30062.

E-Z-GO Shuttle line has DuraShield

E-Z-GO Textron has introduced a new line of Shuttle personnel carriers featuring new DuraShield Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) body material.

The new line includes three vehicles: The Shuttle-6, Cargo Shuttle and 4-Caddy. Gasoline-powered models are in production for the Shuttle-6 and Cargo Shuttle, while electric-powered models will be introduced early next year. The 4-Caddy is already available in both electric- and gasoline-powered models.

An 11-horsepower, 350 cc, 4-cycle, twin cylinder, overhead cam engine provides the muscle to move the Shuttle-6 and Cargo Shuttle. A 9-horsepower, 295 cc, 4-cycle, twin cylinder overhead cam engine drives the 4-Caddy. More information is available from E-Z-GO by faxing 404-774-4695.

E.F. Burlingham & Sons has introduced two new tall fescue varieties. Renegade (MB-22-92) turf type tall fescue is a corporate-developed cultivar of length and uniformity. It was developed from superior new fescue introductions and is found in relatively low levels in nearly all soils. For more information, contact Burlingham at 503-357-2141.

Burlingham rolls out two new fescues

For the first time ever, course superintendents can have instant access to the most current – and complete – weather information available.

From timing chemical applications...to watering schedules and amounts...to mowing times...DTN Weather Center provides your course with the time-sensitive information you need to make the most efficient and environmental management decisions.

Everyday, 24-hours-a-day, DTN Weather Center gives you over 70 continually updating maps, including:

- In motion local, regional and even national radar maps
- Current temperatures, wind speeds, humidity and sky conditions
- Severe weather maps and forecasts
- Over 200 major city forecasts
- In-motion satellite cloud photos

All at the touch of a finger!

For a free brochure, just call: 1-800-610-0777

DTN Weather Center
9110 West Dodge Road • Omaha, NE 68114
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